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Sectio n

I:

Introductio n

The existence of pnce d iscovery. market efficiency and market stability associated
with spot and futures markets conunues as a prominent d iscussion .imong academics.
practitioners and regulators.

Numerou!> papers examine the role of price di scovery

in the futures markets for various types o f commodities a nd financial assets.
Generally, the studies by Garbade and Silber
(1987),

( 1983),

Kawaller, Koch and Koch ( l 987) and

Herbst, McCormack and West

Schroeder and Goodwin ( l 99 1) indicate

pnce discovery occurs more significantly in the future s market. as opposed to the
cash

market.

The literature develops over time using different econometric techniques. s uch as
regression analysis and spectral analysis, to test efficiency and price discovery.
S ince the topics deal with short run and long run deviations from a presumed
equilibrium relationship based on no arbitrage price bounds, the introduction of
cointegration analysis wi th error correction models is fortuitous. The use of
cointegration analysis and error correction models enable us to distinguish between
short run deviations from equilibrium indicative of price discovery and long ru n
deviations that account for efficiency and stability.

In this paper. we examine these issues -

market efficiency I, price c iscovery and

market stability - using the incraday, minute by minute Standard and Poor's 500 (S&P
500) cash index and its 3-month and 6-month stock index futures.

We undertake

cointegration analysis and develop several error correctio n models.
over a 3- monch contract's expiration period.
data and a cointegration model.

The data extend

Antoniou and Garrett <1 993) use minute

but examine only the two days of data.

Stoll and

Whaley ( 1990) use five minute inte rvals fo r price announcements over a longer time
period. bu r app ly standard econometric analysis that fails to disti ngui sh between
short run and long run movements in indexes.

While W ahab and Lashgari ( 1993)

introduced the use of cointegration techniques with s tock price data.
closing prices.
for cross- market

they used daily

By using the finer grid of per minute data. we have a more robust test
efficie ncv.

We also incorporate nonsync h ronous trading issues

within our testing procedures sim ilar to Stoll and Whaley ( 1990).

Un like o ther

papers. we model two difforent contract expirations. the 3 a nd 6-rnonth contracts.
l Throughout this paper we use the term
" market dficiency" to deno te absences
the arbitrage
opportunities between tht! spo t and future stock index markets.

of

with the cas h market to test whe ther these markets are e ffi cient.
the data us ing co inceg rati o n techn iques. Our paper is un ique
the

Lascl y. we anal yze

in tha1 u inc o rpo ra tes

finer g rid ove r a n e nci re co nt ract pe riod usi ng co integration ti:!chnique s .

Sectio n

II : C ointeg rati o n

An a lys is

and

E r ro r

Co rrectio n

\l od e ls

To look for evidence o f price changes in o ne market generating price changes in the
other market so as to bring abo ut a long run equilib rium relatio nship. we can w rite:
( 1)

where

S1

and

F1

are c ontemporaneous cash and fu tures p rices at ti ml:!

are parame te rs and
inapprop riate if
consistent.

S1

e1

is the deviation fro m parity.

a nd/or

F1

t. [3 0 and

/3 1

O rdinary least squares (OLS) is

are no nscati o na ry bec ause the standard err ors a re not

The inconsis tency disallows hy pothesis tes ting of the coin tegrating

/31.

parameter

According to Engle and Granger ( 1987) if

e1

no ns tationa ry, w h ic h is suspec ted. b ut the deviatio ns,

S,
,

and F 1 :ire

are stationary,

are cointegrated. Thus. a n equilibri um rela tio nship exists between
deviation s are no nstationa ry . then ei ther the

markets a re

5:

S1

and

and F1

F1 .

If the

inefficienc. in that an

equilibrium re lationship does no t exist between the m. or the two markets do no t
represe nt
For

S1

the

and

F1

same

underl y ing

asset.

to be cointegrated. they mus t be integrated o f the same o rder. The

order of integration 1s the nu mber of times the series needs to be differenced in
order to becom e s tationa ry.

Performing un it root tests on each uninriate price

series will determine the o rder of integration.
If each series is nonsta tionary in the
leve ls. but the first differe nces and the dev iatio ns, e,, are
stationary. che prices are
coincegrated of o rder ( I. I), denoted Cl( I. I), with

/31

as

the c o in tegrating coefficient.

An e rror correc tio n mode l ex ists fo r each series. whic h is not subjec: to sp u rio us
results, if the two series are CI( I , I ).

Wahab and Lashgari ( 1993) state. "cointegration

impli es that each series can be represe nted by an error c o rrection model tha t
includes last period's equi librium e rror as we ll as lagged va lues of the fi rst
d iffere nces o f each va riable. tempo ral causality can be asse ssed b y t!:<ami ning the
statistical signific ance.

a nd

relati ve

magnitud es. o f the

a nd the c oefficients o n the lagged vari ables"' (p. 7 13).

2

e rror correc tio n c oefficients
Tht: fi rst differences o f the

t:.51 and /j,F1 • respectively.

cash and futures prices are

Fo llowing Wahab and

Lashgari ( 1993 ). these are then used in the error correction models of [he form:
n

6S1 =

a1

+a se1-1

"

+I

a 11( i )!J.51-i

+L a12 Ci)6.F1-r + £ s1

i=I

n

+aFe1-1 +I

M'1 = a2

n

a11 (i)t:.51-i

+I a12 (i)~F1-i +£F1

i=I

Equations (2) and (3)

t2>

t=I

(3)

i=I

represent a near vector autoregression (VAR) in first

differences, thus all variables are held jointly endogenous and OLS is an appropriate
method of estimation. Each equation can be interpreted as having two parts. 2 The
first part. 1 _ 1 , is the equilibrium error. This measures how the left hand side

e

variable adjusts to previous period's deviation from long run equilibrium.

The

remaining portion of the equations are the lagged first differences. which represent
sho rt run effects of the previous period's changes in price on the current period's
change

in

price.

The coefficients on the equilibrium e rrors.
coefficients.

a 5 and aF . are the speed of adjustment

The speed of adjustment coefficients have important implications in an

error correction model.
At least one speed of adjustment coefficients must be nonzero in order for the model to be an error correction model. If the value of as in
equation (2) is zero the current period change in the index does not respond at all to
last period's deviation from long run equilibrium.
If as is zero and all a 12 ( i)a re

D.F1 does

zero then

not Granger cause t:.51.

Wahab and Lashgari (l 993) state two

purposes for the speed of adjustment coefficients.
the direction of causal relation and
equilibrium

Sectio n

111:

are

They serve the role of identifying

show the speed at which departures from

corrected.

Da t a

a nd

Econometric Testi ng

2.. In some error corrction models. the contemporaneous variable is included on the
right-hand side or the equation making it a s imultaneous sytem of equations.
These
models are generally employed in the macroeconomic literature where a two-stage
least squares methodogoly is used to construct a predicted RHS endogenous variable.
Si nce stock prices are assumed to follow a random walk. the construct of a proxy
would be extremely difficult. The results of the estimation model that included such
proxies would be called into question.
/
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The Chicago Mercantile Exchange provided us with every price recorded in the S&P
500 stock index. as well as the transaction prices of the 3-mo nth and 6-month S&P 500
index futures contract.

The data are between January 1987 and March 1987.

the S&P 500 index is recalculated and transmiuet.1

LO

While

Chicago about every fifteen

seconds. futures co ntrac ts prices may not change as often, especially fo r the 6-month
expiration

contract.

Given the non-uniform time periods in which price changes can occur, we
calculated the mean prices for one minute inter\'als.
(CST) and end at 3:00 PM (CST).

The data begin after 8:40 AM

Although the exchanges are open and record

transactions both before a nd after our designated cut-offs . we do so to eliminate the
stale price effects.

As Wahab and Lashgari ( 1993)
futures prices,
D.S, and 6.F,,
effects of

point out. the lagged differences for the spot and
must be purged of serial correlation to e liminate the

infrequent trading and the bid/ask price effect.

The methodology that

follows is similar to Stoll and Whaley (l 990).

Taking the log of each variable and its first difference. we represent the
instantaneous

relative

price changes

(returns) as:
(4 )

(5)
Stoll a nd Whaley ( 1990) demonstrate that the effects of infrequent trading in the
stock index can be modeled in terms of a pure autoregressive (AR) process and that
the bid/ask price effect can be modeled in terms of a pure moving average (MA)
process.

The cash market. which is subject to infrequent trading, was purged of

serial correlation with an AR(28).

The three-month and

six-month futures indexes,

which potentially suffer from the bid/ask effects. requi red MA(25 ) and MA(30),
respectively, to purge the effects.

Table
summarizes the serial correlation of the innovatio ns in the transformed data.
These innovatio n
and
replace DS, and D.F,
in the e rror correction model's

s;

J;.

equations (2) and (3).
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF S ERIAL CORRELATIONS OF lNNOVATIONS
OF TRANSFORMED DATA
(January 2. 1987 to March 20. 1987)
VARIABLE
(TRANSFORMED PROCESS) LAG(6)
LAG(30)

UUNG-BOX
LAG( 12)
LAG(l8 )

SPOT INDEX
AR(28 )

0.05
( 1.00)

0.34
( 1.00)

3.04
(I. 00 )

~.65

( 1.00)

18.3
(0.95 )

3M FUTURE
MA(25)

l.38
(0.97 )

2.58
( 1.00)

5.37
( 1.00)

9 .72
( 1.00)

30.31
(0.45 )

6M FUTURE
MA(30)

0.86
(0. 99 )

3.70
(0. 99 )

6.45
(0. 99 )

3.32
( 1.00)

13.53
(l.00)

LAG(24)

------ -----------------

() Denotes the probability of accepting the null hypothesis of no se rial correlation.
Note: The transformatio n process was applied to each day in order to avoid overnight
effects. The test for serial correlation was applied to the residuals of the full series.

In order to determine the order o f integration

of each price series unit root tests

were computed for each day on the levels of each price series. Three unit root tests
were utilized; the Augmented Dickey-Fuller !'-test, the Phillips-Perron z-test, and the
Weighted

Symmetric !'-test.

Performing all three tests on each day on the first

d ifferences of each series showed that the null hypothesis o f

a unit root was rejected

for every day, thus we conclude each series is I(l).

Since we conclude that all three series are I< I ), we test fo r cointegration with the
followi ng

coincegrating regressions fo r the three month and six month futures.

re s pectively .

FJ,

=f3o + /31S, + eJ,

(6)
(7)

Accord ing to Enders ( 1995), for large sample sizes it is o nl y necessary to compute
cointegra ting equa tio ns in w hich e ither the spot index level o r the fu tu res level is

5

on the left hand side;

asymplotic tht:ory stales that in large samples lhe position of

the variables in the co integratin g equation dot:s not maner.3
The Engle-Granger

'!'-test was performed o n tht! {e31 } and {e61 } from eq uatio ns

and (7). The results are reported in Table 2.

(6)

We find that the spot price leve l and

three month futures price level are CH I. I ) and lhe spot price le vel and six mo nth
futures price levels are Cl( I, 1).

Since both residual sequences are stationary. we estima te the followi ng error
correction models, us ing O LS regression. for the three mo nth and six month futures.
respectively . Tab le 3 disp lays the estimates of the speed of adjustment coefficients.
30

s; =

a1

30

+ a 3s;e31-1 + L a1 l (i)s;_i + L ai:~ (i)f~1-1 + es'1
i=l

!~1 =

i=l

30
a 1

+ a 31;e31-1 + I

30

a 11

(i)s;_i +

i=I

L

30

s;= a1 + a6s;e61-1 +I. a 11(i)s;_, +I
i= l

(i)f~1-1 + e f'1

(9)

a 12

(i)f~1-i

+£s'1

( I0)

i= l

30

= a 1 + a 61;e6t-1 + I

a 12

i= l

30

!~1

( 8)

30

a 1l

(i) s;_;

i=I

+I a12 (i)f~1-i + e r1

(l l)

1=1

For the 3-month futures/cash index equations (8) and (9), the speed of adjustment
coefficients indicate that the three month
differently

futures contract behaves somewhat

than the six month futures contract. The s ignificance of

a3s; means that

the spot market does respond to the previous period's deviation from equilibrium.

A

one standard deviatio n shock in the equilibri um error results in about a two percent
c hange in the spot market innovation, indicating that the response is fairly large in

3 The samp le size was over 2 1.000 observations. The mode ls. however. were tested
using the both the s po t and fucure as the left hand side variable. The results were
identical. O nly one set o f results are reported.
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TABLE 2
COCNTEGRATION TESTS
BETWEEN SPOT. AND 3M & 6M FUTURES

DEPEJ.'IDENT
VARIABLE

COEFFICIENTS ON INDEPENDENT VARlABLES
3M FUTURE
6M FUTURE
SPOT

wrm CONSTANT
SPOT
3M FUTURE

-l.019

SPOT
6M FUTURE

-0.995

-1.0 18

-6. 79* ( 5 I )
-6.8 1* (5 I )
-0.993

WITHOUT CONSTANT
SPOT
3M FUTURE
-0.998
SPOT
6M FUTURE
-0.992

-0.998
-0. 992

Cointegrating equation s a re bivariate

E-G (tau)
TEST (LAGS)

-6.04* (58)
-6.06* (58)

-5.40*
-5.40*
-6.02*
-6.02*

(58)
(58)
(58)
(58)

models.

E-G denotes the Engle-Granger test of the residuals o f the cointegration equation. The
null hypothesis: Ho=unit root.
* denotes significance at the 1% level.

Table 3
Estimates of Coefficients

l.67E-7
t-statistic

Ia. 11
F-Statistic

r. a 12
F -S tatistic

I

Equation 10

Equation 9

Equation 8

6.69**

-9.53E-8
-l.43

1.64E-7

-1. 33 E-7

6.85**

-2.17*

0.550
7.70**

-1.10
195. 97**

0.612
8.44**

-1.03
180.90**

o.643
401.14**

-0.254
8.76**

0.643
385.-+5**

* denotes significance at the 5% leve l.
** denotes significance at the 1% level.
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Equation 11

-0. 178
4..+6*

magni t ude.~ The lack of significam:e of a3/; indicates that the .:urrent period
three month futures

innovation does not respond to the previous period's deviation

from equilibrium. This means that any adjustment in the c urrent period 's futures
innovation 1s caused by the lagged futures and cash market inno\'allons.
Both speed of adj ustment coefficients are significant in the error correction model
using the six month fu tures innovations. 5

This means that both the curren t period

spot and futures innovations respond to the previous period's deviation from
equilibrium. Once again a o ne standard deviation shock in the equilibrium erro r
results in approximately a two percent c hange in magnitude of either in novation.

The results of the error correction models do not support the theory that there is
unidirectional causation fro m either markeL The insignificant speed of adjustment
coefficient in equation (9) does not mean that the spot market is not leading the
futures market. All a 11 (30) in equation (l 0) would have to be individually and
jointly equal to zero co conclude that the spot market never leads the three mooch
futures market.

The F-statistic indicates that the we can reject the null hypothesis

that the coefficients are jointly equal co zero.
The first three lags of the index
i n novations [a 11 (1), a 11 (2), a 11 (3)] are statistically significant in equation ( 10).6
This means that the spot market leads the three month futures by at least 3 minutes.
The last statistically significant index innovation occurs at lag 23 in equation (9) .
From this we conclude that the spot market leads the three month futures market by
at least 3 minutes and at most 23 minutes.

Equation (8) demonstrates the leadership effect of the three month futures contracL
The three month futures innovation shows a much stronger tendency to lead with
the first twenty lagged futures market innovations being significanL

The last

4 The speed of adj ustment coefficient size appears sm all because the error co rrection
term is calcu lated as a res idual from a regression on price levels, expressed with 5
digits, (e.g. an S&P500 price of 345 is 34500) and the in novations are residuals from
an AR or MA model estimated on mi nute returns.
5
The cross-maturity spread activities between the three mon th and six mon th.
w h ic h a re not directly modeled in thi s paper. may account fo r the significant
coefficients in equation I 0 & 1 I. This. however. is an area of future researc h.
6 The fu ll output fro m the estimation of the error correctio n models is available from
the au thors upon request.
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statistically significant coefficient appe:.irs .ic lag 29. From chis we l.'. Onclude chat the
three monch futures markec le:.ids the spoc market by at least twency minutes and at
most by 29 minutes.

Turning to the six month futures contract we see that both markets :ire adjusting to
long run equi libriu m via the speed of adjustment coefficients.

Equation (I 0) shows

that six month futures in novation are significant to lag 20, wich the last significant
lag occurring at lag 29. This indicates that the six month futures contract tends to
lead the spot market by at least 20 minutes and at most by 29 minutes. It is rather
s triking that both the three month futures and six month futures have the same
leadership characteristics in

relation to the spot market.

Equation ( 11) shows signifi cant cash index innovations through lag 4 with last
significant coefficient occurring at lag 18. From this we conclude that the spot
market leads the six month futures market by at lease 4 minutes and at most by 18
minutes. 7

Sect io n

I V:

S umma r y

and

Con cl usion

In this paper we examined the relationship between the S&P 500 stock index and its
respective futures contract. We examined both the three month and six m onth
futures expiration over the same time period.

Using several unic root tests we

concluded that each price series was nonstationary in
first

the levels but stationary after

differencing.

We tested

both the spot index and three month futures and the spot index and six

month futures for cointegration using the Engle-Granger two step procedure.

We

found that both the spot index and the three month futures and the spot and six
month futures were cointegrated, indicating market efficiency.
the two appropriate error correction models.

Thus. we calcu lated

The speed of adjustment coefficients

indicated s tability, but were smaller than expected.

7 It s hould be noted that the residuals from equations (8-11) were exami ned via
Yule-Walker methods fo r the presence of serial correlati on. No s ignificant serial
correlation codficients were found.
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The results of t hese model s sh owed chat both the three a nd six month future s markets
lead the spot marke t by at least :!O minutes.

The spot market was found to lead the

three month futures by at least 3 minutes and Lht! six mooch futures by at least 4
minutes. While the future s market does tend co have a stronger lead effect,
unidirectional causation

o f future s-co-spo t is

10

refuted.
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